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Goal 
Using my engineering, business and writing experience to help clients achieve their goals. 

A. Education and Work Experience 

 Education: Masters in Mechanical Engineering and MBA in Marketing and Finance. 

- Over 50 years of experience in all aspects of Mechanical Engineering, including R&D, 
detailed design, new product development, in-house and field testing, manufacturing, quality 
assurance, marketing, sales and product support, of high tech products in the US and abroad. 

- Extensive experience in middle, senior and executive level management in startup, small, 
medium and large organizations.  

-Proficient in Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Adobe Acrobat, AutoCAD and other industry software. 

-Experienced in shock and vibration isolation systems, advanced metallurgy for aerospace 
products, specialty diffusion and plasma spray coatings, finite element modeling, steady state 
and transient thermal, stress, high cycle and low cycle fatigue analysis. 

 

B. Examples of Technical Writing 

-The following is a history of situations experienced in various companies, the investigations I 
carried out and the various Technical Reports and other documentation written to successfully 
resolve the issues.  A more detailed explanation of each example is included in Appendix 1. 
 

1. Failure Analysis Report -Manufacturing.  

 Solved critical gas turbine parts manufacturing problem; reduced parts inventory by 92%  

2. Failure Analysis Report - Field Service  

 Solved serious turbine blade cracking problem on a new gas turbine engine in the field. 

3. Aircraft Engine Sales Prediction Model  

     Designed successful aircraft engine sales prediction model, in use for over 25 years.   

4. Marketing Analysis Strategic Plan for Startup Company  

     Created a Plan that opened up highly profitable markets for a new company’s products. 

5. FAA/PMA Authorization Analysis and Reports  

  Secured approval for manufacturing of an aircraft engine aftermarket component. 
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6. Shock and Vibration Design Specification for NASA Space Satellites 

      Wrote a Specification to protect space flight hardware during ground transport. 

   7. Patenting New Technologies 

  Wrote patent applications with attorneys for submittal to USPTO and PCT. 

   8. Assembly and Test Procedure Writing  

  Wrote numerous successful Assembly and Test procedures on Space projects. 

   9. Emission Test Executive Summary Report for EPA  

  Wrote key Executive Reports to Environmental Protection Agency. 

 10. Product Data Sheets, FAQ’s, White Papers, Power Points, WebPages   

  Client is a startup company in algae harvesting and fracking water cleanup. 

 11. Product Brochures, Web Articles, White Papers  

   Client serves the electrical utilities in the US and overseas. 

 12. Andy Granatelli Gas Turbine Car in the Indy 500 

   Completed engineering review of using an aircraft gas turbine in a racecar. 
 

 

     C. Articles in Industry Magazines 

 Magazine: Proceedings of ASME Turbo Expo  

 Title: Inlet Fogging of gas turbine engines- detailed climatic analysis of gas turbine 
evaporative cooling potential 

 Magazine: Power Asia  

 Title: A study and examples of power gains achieved by inlet fog cooling of gas 
 turbines in SE Asia 

 Magazine: Power Pro News  

 Title: The incredible Shrinking US Power Reserve Margin 

 Magazine: Power  

 Title: Inlet air fogging makes headway in the Middle East 

 Magazine: Power  

 Title: Inlet air fogging makes a powerful entry into market 

 Magazine: Water Conditioning and Purification  

 Title: Taiwanese help open up the Far East for Home Drinking Water Uses. 

 

    D.  Recent Financial/Environmental/Technical Articles  
  

 -World Coal Magazine article on intriguing connections I discovered between algae 
farming growth limitations and global warming from CO2. Published in March 2014 issue. 
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 -Renewable Energy News Article. ”Alternative Energy Technologies held back by 
 Outdated Accounting Practices.” published in Oct 2014 issue. 
 

 -Periodic Extinctions Article “Possible Source of Periodic Extinctions on Earth in the 
 past 250 Million years.” Article recently written, suggesting a large celestial object with a 
 5.2 light-year orbit around the Solar System is the cause of periodic extinctions on Earth. 
 

 -Asia Coal Magazine Article “Carbon Dioxide is Beneficial to earth and its Warming 
 Effect is Vastly Exaggerated” Published in May 1st 2017 issue.  

 

                               Appendix 1. Technical Writing -Further Details  
 

1. Failure Analysis Report -Manufacturing.  
Investigated a manufacturing problem at Pratt&Whitney Canada on critical gas turbine 
components which were creating production assembly and test failures and severe 
shortages. I ran a series of controlled tests in a wind tunnel, coordinated with the 
manufacturers, discovered the root cause and wrote a detailed Technical Report 
showing exact reasons for failure mode, which was approved. 
 

I then submitted Engineering Changes, revised Test and Assembly Procedures, Bills of 
Materials, and Manufacturing Work instructions. Then personally supervised the new 
QC tests which demonstrated the desired results. Within 6 months, the manufacturing 
parts inventory dropped by 92% from about $10 million, with constant shortages and 
expensive rework, to $0.8 million with production targets easily met. 
 

2.  Failure Analysis Report - Field Service  
A new aircraft gas turbine model at Pratt&Whitney was experiencing turbine blade 
cracking after surprisingly low flight hours. As Product Support Engineer, I investigated 
the damaged blades and concluded that the failure mode was due to high cycle fatigue 
cracking. I then discovered that the turbine model’s increased cruise speed allowed the 
blades to resonate with a turbine compressor stage frequency mode. I wrote a detailed 
report with recommendations, which was accepted and successfully implemented. I 
received a commendation for excellence, from the Chief Metallurgist. 
 

3.  Aircraft Engine Sales Prediction Model  
While working in Marketing at Pratt&Whitney, I developed a novel world Sales 
Prediction Model for piston and gas turbine aircraft engines. The model demonstrated 
high correlation for aircraft, as small as a Cessna 150 up to a Boeing 747.  Using  the 
model, I could evaluate any new business or commercial aircraft's key specifications and 
predict if it would be a success or failure. My report and model was adopted by 
Marketing and Sales and successfully utilized for over 25 years.  

 

4.  Marketing Analysis Strategic Plan for Startup Company  
As part owner of a successful high tech startup company in Burbank, CA I wrote 
Travelers, Test Procedures and Customer Reports for our production facility, which 
produced atomic diffusion and plasma coatings for a wide variety of industries. I also 
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opened up new highly profitable markets, coating very large pumps for oil refineries. The 
company was highly successful and was later sold to GE. 
 
 
 

5.  FAA/PMA Authorization Analysis and Reports  
As a technical writer and consultant, I managed to secure Federal Aviation 
Authority/Parts Manufacturing Authorization approval on a critical aircraft engine 
component, on a project that was already a year late and $100,000 over budget. The 
company was far behind in necessary paperwork. I met with the FAA in Wichita, 
summarized the missing regulatory requirements, supervised the needed analysis and 
gas turbine tests, wrote and filed reports with the FAA. In 4 months we secured 
FAA/PMA approval. 
 

6.  Jet Propulsion Lab -Shock and Vibration Design Paper 
As a senior engineer, involved in the Mars Rover Curiosity and various Space Satellite 
projects, I realized there was a real need for a Technical Design Paper to help design 
shock isolation systems to protect sensitive flight hardware during ground transport.  
 

I had noticed the shock isolation system for a large Earth Orbiting satellite which 
appeared to me to be non-optimized. I carried out the full analysis, found the root cause 
and discovered that I could easily increase the drop-height safety margins in all 3 axes 
of the $350 million satellite by over 300%, for an extra $800.  
 

I co-wrote a Design Paper, to train engineers and designers exactly how to design and 
test the shipping container's shock isolation system, which was immediately accepted 

and then integrated as part of the design standards for JPL/NASA. The title is 

“Designing Shock Isolation Systems for Sensitive Flight Hardware Shipping Containers." 
I received a letter of commendation from the division head. 
 

7. Patent Application Writing  

I wrote a new patent application for a client, which was approved by USPTO on the first 
Patent Office Review with no Office Action required. 
 

8. Assembly and Test Procedure Writing  

I wrote and supervised a series of detailed Assembly and Test Procedures for 
qualification of space hardware to the exacting standards of JPL/NASA Space Projects.  
 

9. Emission Test Executive Summary Report for EPA  

I drafted a detailed Test Executive Summary Report, which removed a potential sales 
barrier to potential customers from purchasing and installing our company’s power 
enhancement equipment on electrical power generating equipment.  
 

The Environmental Protection Agency accepted the report’s findings and stated: “Based 
on your numbers it appears that rarely if ever, would a utility (that can use the actual-to-
actual emissions calculus) trigger the NSR (New Source Review) significance threshold 
for NOX or CO as a result of installing an inlet fog cooling system." 

https://jplwiki.jpl.nasa.gov:8443/display/wired/Designing+Shock+Isolation+Systems+for+Sensitive+Flight+Hardware+Shipping+Containers
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10. Product Data Sheets, FAQ’s, White Papers, Power Points, WebPages and 

Magazine Articles.  

I wrote many of these as a consulting Technical Writer for a Startup Company with 
disruptive technology that is proving to have many useful applications.  

    1. Rapid and economical harvesting of fragile algae cells intact for bio-fuels. 
    2. Rapid cleanup of oil and gas fracking flow-back water, using minimal energy. 
    3. Improving fish farm pond production by removing ammonia from the water. 
 

11. Product Brochures, Web Articles, Reports  
-Wrote technical articles for a company with a successful product that increases power 
output for electrical utilities in the US and abroad. 

 

 -Currently consulting with a client working on EPA approval to use a powerful 
enzyme/surfactant product that rapidly eradicates oil spills at a fraction of the cost of 
current technologies which have shown environmentally disastrous side effects. Using 
this new technology, the oil spill is quickly reduced to carbon dioxide and water. 

 

 -Currently writing reports for an innovative fuel technology that greatly improves 
combustion efficiency in coal-fired power plants and boilers, which also significantly 
reduces exhaust emissions.  

 

      12. Indy 500 Race Car for Andy Granatelli 
 While working at Pratt&Whitney we were asked by Andy Granatelli if we could install 

one of our aircraft engines in his race car for the next Indy 500. This engine was rated 
for about 500 HP for use in a Beech Aircraft. 

 

 I was part of the group who analyzed the engine hot section for an Indy style race, plus 
test trials and we realized we could greatly increase the power output. We finally settled 
on a peak of 2,700 HP for the aircraft turbine engine which weighed about 185lbs!   

 

 The rest is history. Andy was 4 laps in the lead when a small fuel pump shaft broke. To 
change it was considered a major repair, so he lost the race. The regulations were then 
quickly changed to make sure a gas turbine would never be used at Indy again! 
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